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NEW EDUCATION POLICY WILL HAVE
SPORTS AS PART OF EDUCATION:
SPORTS MINISTER

NIRF: IIT, MADRAS BEST EDU
INSTITUTION IN THE COUNTRY

Sports minister Kiren Rijiju has said that the
country's new education policy will have sports
as part of the school syllabus

and not as an extra-curricular ac-
tivity. Addressing the inaugural
session of the 'International We-
binar on Olympism and Olympic

Education in the 21st century', the min-
ister said, sports cannot be treated as an
optional subject; it has to be accepted as a
part of education. 

FUTURE EDUCATION

WhatsApp is reportedly
working on a new search
filter for its chat platform.

According to a report, the app will
soon allow users to search for mes-
sages by date 
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HUAMI AMAZFIT T-REX SMARTWATCH IN
INDIA FOR `9,999

Wearable brand Huami has launched the Amazfit T-
Rex rugged smartwatch in India for ̀ 9,999. The cus-
tomers can purchase the device online from Ama-

zon and from the company's own online store.
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The Central government seems to have decided that the best way
to salvage the sinking ship is to look inwards. There are calls
within the government to boycott global products. The Big Q: Is it
possible to shut the world out without strengthening our own
supply chains? We debate...

Will economic patriotism
BACKFIRE on INDIA'S
GROWTH CHART?

VOCAL FOR LOCAL GAINS MOMENTUM

Though ‘Vocal for Local’ looks at-
tractive on paper, we need to un-
derstand that it is not easy

to boycott global products in
this globalised world. India
has to make cost-effective
and quality products to
compete with the  world.

Besides, to become truly ‘atmanirbhar’, we
have to nurture talented minds.

NAOMI DEWICKA, class XII, DPS, RK Puram, Delhi

STUDENTS' TAKE

IS IT FEASIBLE? 

We need to understand that we
are living in a globalised world
that is dependent on each oth-

er for various products. Boycotting glob-
al goods may lead to a further slowing
down of the economy.  A phase-wise push
for ‘made in India’ products is the best
way forward for a self-reliant India.

AMALYA SUNNY, class X, DWPS, Amaravati

Economic patriotism is not
a viable option at this hour,
when the world is suffering

from a pandemic. Boycotting glob-
al goods could prove to be detri-
mental for an ‘atmanirbhar’ India,
as its manufacturing ability is lim-
ited. We need to have concrete

plans before taking such bold steps. 
AADRIT BANERJEE, class XII, Apeejay School, Kolkata

Aproper blueprint on how
India can become econom-
ically atmanirbhar is re-

quired before coining slogans like,
‘Vocal for Local’. Economic patri-
otism is achievable, but it might
strain ties with other nations.

V V RAMARATHINAM IYER, class VIII C, Bharatiya Vidya
Bhavan's Public School, Hyderabad
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Complete boycott of global products, especially, Chinese
products, is impractical. However, economic patriot-
ism can lead to re-doing of India, if handled judiciously.

Proper planning—applying both openness & protectionism—
can tap manufacturing opportunities in various sectors. 
NIRMALA PADMANABHAN, head, dept of eco,
St Teresa's College, Ernakulam

We live in a world where economies are inter-
linked. Any attempt to promote only local would
lead to a trade war, and subsequently harm our

economy.  Our products have components that are
imported. Besides, a consumer will always give priority to
the quality products, which are pocket-friendly.  
V P BHARDWAJ, former professor, Gujarat University

➤ According to the Confederation
of Indian Industry(CII), electrical
equipment, such as smartphones
and computers are a key part of India’s import bill. Around
88% of the components used by the mobile handsets industry
are imported from countries, like China 
➤Over 60% of the medical devices are imported as well. 

A REALITY CHECK

The National Institutional Ranking Framework is a
methodology adopted by the ministry of human resource
development, government of India, to rank institutions
of higher education in India. The framework was
approved by the MHRD, and launched by minister of
human resource development on September29, 2015

IIT, Madras, IISc, Ben-
galuru and IIT, Delhi
bagged the top three po-

sitions among the higher ed-
ucational institutions in the

country in the HRD min-
istry's National Institution-
al Ranking Framework
(NIRF) rankings that was an-
nounced on Thursday.

➤ Seven Indian Institutes of Technology (IITs) figured in
the top 10 in the overall rankings — IIT, Madras, IIT, Delhi,
IIT, Bombay, IIT, Kharagpur, IIT, Kanpur, IIT, Guwahati and
IIT, Roorkee

➤ According to the fifth edition of the annual rankings, the
top three universities are IISc, Bengaluru, Jawaharlal Nehru
University (JNU) and Banaras Hindu University (BHU)

➤ IIM, Ahmedabad has been ranked as the top business school
in the country, followed by IIM, Bangalore and IIM, Calcutta

➤ Miranda College bagged the top rank among colleges, fol-
lowed by Lady Sri Ram College for Women, Hindu College and
St Stephen's College — all under the Delhi University (DU)

RANKINGS

OTHER MAJOR CHANGES
➤ Rijiju said he has formed a high-level committee for the formation
of the National Sports Education Board
➤ Rijiju is also keen to have an ‘Olympic Museum’ for the country.
Discussions regarding it would take place once situation normalises
post the Covid-19 pandemic, he said

According to the report, the ‘search by
date’ feature will come with a calendar
icon that will appear whenever users use the in-chat search option. It even
includes screenshots to show how it may appear on iOS users. The screenshot
shared in the report shows calendar icon on the top of the keyboard. Tapping
on this in the app will allow users to select a date/date range. Presently, the
search feature allow users to look for a particular content item in their chat.

NASA PICKS
ASTROBOTIC TO
LAND WATER-
HUNTING ROVER
ON MOON

NASA has awarded
Pittsburgh-based
space robotics start-

up, Astrobotic, $199.5 mn to
deliver a water-hunting
rover to the Moon's South
Pole in late 2023. The water-
seeking mobile VIPER
(Volatiles Investigating Po-
lar Exploration Rover) ro-
bot will help pave the way
for astronaut missions to
the lunar surface beginning
in 2024, NASA said. Scien-
tific data gathered by
VIPER will also inform the
selection of future landing
sites by helping to deter-
mine locations, where wa-
ter and other resources can
be harvested to sustain hu-
mans during extended ex-
peditions.

➤ As part of its award,
Astrobotic is responsible for
end-to-end services for deliv-
ery of VIPER, including inte-
gration with its Griffin lander,
launch from Earth, and landing
on the Moon
➤During its 100-Earth-day
mission, the approximately
454-kg VIPER rover will roam
several miles and use its four
science instruments to sample
various soil environments
➤Its science investigations
will provide insights into the
evolution of the Moon and the
Earth-Moon system

➤ It sports a 1.3-inch AMOLED screen with (360x360 pixels),
capable of displaying 16.7 million colours with superb clarity

➤ The wearable features GPS, GLONASS, a
'BioTracker PPG' optical heart rate sensor, an
advanced activity tracker, and a sleep moni-
toring sensor.

➤ Other features, include call reminders,
mobile payment, notifications, and much
more. It can withstand extreme tempera-
tures, and is protected from dust 

NEW LAUNCH

T
he People for the Ethical Treatment of
Animals (PETA) India has sent a let-
ter to the Uttar Pradesh government,
seeking a ban on online trade of pet

animals. PETA has also urged the govern-
ment to keep pet shops and dog breeders,
not duly registered with their state animal
welfare boards closed. The animal rights
body has also asked the government to stop
online portals, such as OLX and Quikr —which
have registered offices in Haryana and Kar-
nataka, respectively — from trading
in animals.

W O R D

VILIPEND:Means to
hold or

treat as of little worth or account;
contemn; to express a low opinion
of; disparage. Vilipend first appeared
in English in the 15th century and
had its heyday during the 19th cen-
tury. It was found in the works of
well-known authors, like Sir Walter
Scott, William Makepeace Thackeray,
and George Meredith.

W A T C H
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B ollywood lost yet another
actor as reports suggest
that Sushant Singh Rajput

committed suicide at his residence
in Mumbai. While the industry is
still reeling with the passing away
of Irrfan Khan and Rishi Kapoor, it
has to now deal with yet another
loss. Sushant was 34 years old,
and was much loved for his per-
formances on the small screen as
well as in movies.  His last release
was 'Chhichhore', which hit the
screens in 2019.

Actor
Sushant Singh
Rajput passes

away at 34
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It's not easy to wean an entire economy away from a
habit that is global. Economic patriotism must make
economic sense for the country and it  will take time.

‘Vocal for Local’ is at best a 10- year plan. It can’t be im-
plemented overnight. 
HARISH BIJOOR, founder, Harish Bijoor Consults Inc,Bengaluru

WHAT IS ECONOMIC PATRIOTISM?
Economic patriotism, coined by a French parliamentarian
Bernard Carayon, is an ideology that favours state inter-
ventionism over other market mechanisms, with policies,
such as domestic control of the economy, labour, and
capital formation
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So, did you buy masks
for your pets too? Well,
they don't need one, say

experts. Most vets say that
face masks are a big 'NO' for
pets. Why is that so? “Dogs
pant with their mouths open
and the blood vessels on their
tongue keep their body’s
temperature regulated. If we
cover their mouths with a

mask, they might start facing
respiratory issues," says veteri-

narian Himanshu Vyas.
DK Patil, another veterinarian, adds, “Rather than us-

ing a mask, it’s advisable to sanitise your pet with animal-
friendly disinfectants. Make sure you also wash their paws
properly.” 

Pets don't 
need masks

Please share your view at toinie175@gmail.com/timesnie175@gmail.com

PETA urges UP 
govt to BAN ONLINE
TRADE OF PETS

PET CARE
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S ushant Singh Rajput
earned massive fame

with a TV show and made a
successful transition to films.
He marked his debut in
Bollywood with 'Kai Po Che!' in
2012 and went on to deliver
massive hits, like 'PK' and
'Kedarnath'. His biggest hit till
date remains 'MS Dhoni: The
Untold Story'. 
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